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Hello and welcome to the world of Zincwhite. We are Lidia and 
Paul and we have been upcycling industrial waste and

discarded objects into contemporary jewellery and fashion
accessories since 2010.

We run Zincwhite from our studio in Huddersfield where we design 
and handmake all our pieces. Quirky and bold, all our jewellery 
is about making the wearer feel as special as the materials we 

transform to make it.

We create our original pieces from scratch, and all of our
jewellery is made by hand by us. We are most known for our

pencil jewellery made from recycled Derwent pencils, but you 
will also discover pieces made from old typewriter components 

and artist’s paintbrushes and anything else that has been
discarded and has caught our eye. We love learning about new and 

traditional techniques, finding new materials to be reclaimed 
that are challenging and to push the boundaries of ethical,

sustainable design.

As an artist and an architect we are passionate about good 
craftsmanship and originality as well as affordability and

comfort. We like to think that zincwhite can be worn by anyone 
and we take inspiration from art, architecture and our natural 

environment.

Whenever possible we try to source our materials from within our 
community - leftovers from industrial processes or objects that 
have reached the end of their life. We are constantly looking at 

reducing our carbon footprint and our big aim for 2013 is to
become carbon neutral. We are passionate about the environment 

and believe good design does not need to cost the earth!

Now, this is where the magic happens...
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pendants and necklaces

round pendant
multicoloured
5.7 cm diameter.
black tigertail
NE-ROU-MUL

strike head necklace
40cm long tigertail.

NE-SH-SIL

colour palette
necklace
multicoloured
5.6 x 2.7 cm, 40cm 
long silver plated chain.
NE-CP-MUL

greens
NE-CP-GRE

greytones
NE-CP-BCK

reds
NE-CP-RED

blues
NE-CP-BLU

reds
NE-CP-RED

greens
NE-CP-MUL
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We also occasionally produce our famous 
upcycled’  paintbrush necklaces made
from destroyed brushes donated by artists.
Please contact us for availability.

Escoda
paintbrush necklace

made from a quality artist’s
brush. 60 cm long. NE-PAI-ESC

povera
paintbrush 
necklace
green
45 - 60cm long.
NE-PAI-GRE

natural
NE-PAI-NAT

yellow
NE-PAI-YEL

blue
NE-PAI-BLU
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badges and brooches

pencil badge
various colours
5 x 2 cm.
BB-PEN-XXX

square brooch
multicoloured
3 x 4 cm.
BB-SQB-MUL

warped brooch
multicoloured

5 x 3 cm.
BB-WAR-MUL

reds
BB-SQB-RED

greens
BB-SQB-GRE

pastels
BB-SQB-MUL
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All the pencil badges 
and brooches on these 
two pages are shown 

full size!

bouquet badge
various colours
6.5 x 4.5 cm.
BB-BOU-XXX



flower pot brooch
various colours
5 or 7 x 4.5 cm.
BB-FLP-XXX

colour wheel brooch
with 48 different colours
5.7 cm dia.
BB-CWH-MUL

heart badge
various colours
4 x 4.5 cm.
BB-HEA-XXX

lapel pins
stainless steel /

gold plated
2 cm dia.

BB-LAP-STS
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Being handmade, each piece is 
unique so yours might look slightly 
different to the one in the picture.
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rings and earrings

pebble ring
fmulticoloured
3 x 2 cm. approx.
RI-PEB-MUL

cherry pencil
earrings
12 colours available 
7 cm. long
sterling silver 
wires
EA-CHP-WHI

stud earrings
12 colours available 

0.7 cm. diameter
sterling silver studs 

& butterfly backs
EA-STU-XXX
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strike head 
earrings
3 cm. long
sterling silver 
wires
EA-STR-XXX

round
earrings
blue
2.5 cm dia.
solid silver wires
EA-ROU-BLU

flower rings
many colours available 
2.2 cm. diameter
RI-FLR-XXX

flower earrings
many colours available 
2.2 cm. diameter
solid silver wires
EA-FLE-XXX
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bracelets...

... and cufflinks

red
CU-NIC-RED

green
CU-NIC-GRE

grey
CU-NIC-BCK

multicoloured
CU-NIC-MUL

flower bracelet
multicoloured 
6.5 cm dia.
BR-FLO-MUL

tile bracelet
multicoloured 
3.5 x 13 cm. 

BR-TIL-MUL

cuff bracelet
green
3.5 x 13 cm.
BR-CUF-GRE

pencil cufflinks
blue
nickel plated 
1.6 x 1.6 cm. 
CU-NIC-BLU

solid silver fittings are also avail-
able. Please contact us for details.
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www.zincwhite.co.uk

Tel. 01484322350
Mobile. 07980569262
zincwhite@live.co.uk

65 Clement Street, 
Huddersfield,

HD1 5HE

Thank you for your time. We hope that you 
have enjoyed our creations and would be 

delighted to hear from you.


